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OFFICER REPORT
Meeting: General 26 July 2017

Date: 29 June 2017

Item Number: L.1

File Number: D17/51044

SUBJECT HEADING:

Projects for Funding Under Works for Queensland
Program

Classification:

Open Access

Officer’s Title:

Coordinator - Grants, Local Development &
Council Events

Executive Summary:
The Maranoa Regional Council will receive $1.35M under the Queensland
Government’s Works for Queensland program. It is recommended that Council
submit projects under this funding.
Lighting for Roma Netball Courts
Road Projects (Regional Floodway
Program 1-9)
WSG Projects (Bore 12 Reservoir &
Booster)
WSG Projects (Metering unmetered
connections)
WSG Projects (Golf Link Fire Flow
Augmentation)
Total

$100,000
$585,000
$400,000
$65,000
$200,000
$1,350,000

Officer’s Recommendation:
That Council:
1. Submit the following projects under the State Government Works for
Queensland Program:
Lighting for Roma Netball Courts
$100,000
Road Projects (Regional Floodway $585,000
Program 1-9)
WSG Projects (Bore 12 Reservoir & $400,000
Booster)
WSG Projects (Metering unmetered $65,000
connections)
WSG Projects (Golf Link Fire Flow
$200,000
Augmentation)
Total
$1,350,000
2. Commit to completing the works by the due date of 30 June 2019.
3. Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to sign the submission form, and any
further agreements with the State Government as required.
Body of Report:
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The Queensland Government has announced a $200 million Works for Queensland
program to support local councils, outside of South East Queensland, to quickly
deliver job-creating maintenance of community infrastructure projects.
The allocation will comprise $1M plus an amount that reflects unemployment levels in
the region relevant to the applicant. Council has been advised it will receive $1.35M.
 Projects cannot be funded from within the current council budgets.
 Council committed projects must be completed by 30 June 2019.
To be considered under the program, projects need to create, support or sustain jobs
in a local community or across a region. For example, this could mean new jobs
created to deliver on commitments, sustaining jobs that might otherwise have been
lost, or jobs relating to an existing work program that can be expanded.
Council needs to submit a list of projects (including project description, number of
jobs supported and/or created, project location, budget and monthly forecast
expenditure) which is certified by the CEO. A detailed submission is not required.
At previous workshops, Council has discussed the following projects for submission:
Lighting for Roma Netball Courts
Road Projects (Regional Floodway
Program 1-9)
WSG Projects (Bore 12 Reservoir &
Booster)
WSG Projects (Metering unmetered
connections)
WSG Projects (Golf Link Fire Flow
Augmentation)
Total

$100,000
$585,000
$400,000
$65,000
$200,000
$1,350,000

Road Projects – Regional Floodway Program
Road Proposed Projects (top 9)
Komine East Rd - 9 Mile Gully
Gunnewin East Rd - Highlands Plain
Ck
Knayers Lane - Bungil Ck
Retreat Rd - Moondaby Ck
Litani Rd - Moondaby Ck
Stakeyard Rd - Sawpit Ck. Chainage
3.4
Stakeyard Rd - Sawpit Ck Chainage
6.2
Gunnawarra Rd Chainage 12.1
Gunnawarra Rd Chainage 12.5

65,000
65,000
65,000
65,000
65,000

130,000
195,000
260,000
325,000

65,000

390,000

65,000
65,000
65,000

455,000
520,000
585,000

The intended nature of works at the invert sites is:
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 Construction of a 20m long x 6m wide concrete invert with 80m of high
strength gravel on the approach and departure to the invert.
 Allowances have also been made for appropriate signage, guide posts and
depth markers
This scope of works is consistent with Council’s adopted development and
construction (CMDG) standards, and will provide improved trafficability following
periods of light and moderate rainfall. The sites have been selected in consultation
with the Maintenance Coordinators in order to reduce ongoing maintenance issues
and recurring customer requests for service. Furthermore, the sites nominated have
been cross referenced against Council’s current asset and traffic count data to
ensure that these upgrade works are consistent with the 10 year asset management
strategy.
Water Projects
1. Bore 12 Reservoir & Booster
This project is a critical element to improve the water pressures in Roma. There are
areas of Roma just north of Bungil Street that are dependent on Bore 12 to enhance
their pressure. If Bore 12 is not operating the pressure is all supplied from the tower
and during peak demands the pressure reaching this area can be low. This project is
to install a small reservoir and booster station at Bore 12 which would then operate
independently of the tower and provide pressure to this area as required. This
arrangement also places less strain on the bore and reduces the pumping costs for
the bore.
2. Golf Links Fire Flow Augmentation
Modelling has shown that areas to the south of Roma experience low pressures
during peak demands and this can affect the fire flows to this area. This project is to
upgrade the water mains to allow better pressures to the Fairways Drive area
allowing Council to achieve fire-fighting capacity during peak demand times.
3. Metering unmetered connections, Roma
There are a number of unmetered connections within the region. Currently 1/3 of the
water used is unaccounted for. This represents a significant loss in potential
revenue. It also makes it very difficult to effectively manage the reticulation systems
as it is difficult to detect if there is a significant leak. Industry practice is for the
unaccounted water to be well below 10% and closer to about 3%. This project would
target the higher users across the region first and then move on to other consumers,
providing incentives to conserve water usage and reduce waste.
Lighting for Netball Courts, Roma
At its meeting on 24 May, Council resolved to authorise the Chief Executive Officer,
or delegate, to explore funding opportunities to the value of $100,000, for the
installation of lighting for the netball complex project. (GM/05.2017/48)

It is recommended that Council submit these projects by the due date of 28 July.
Consultation (internal/external):
Elected Members, Council workshops
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Manager – Water, Sewerage, Gas
Manager - Roads, Drainage & Parks
Director – Infrastructure Services
Director - Corporate, Community & Commercial Services
Risk Assessment (Legal, Financial, Political etc.):
Failure to submit eligible projects by the due date could result in the loss of, or
reduction in funds.
Policy Implications:
Nil.
Financial Resource Implications:
The estimated cost of the projects is $1.35M. A co-contribution is not required from
Council.
Link to Corporate Plan:
Corporate Plan 2014-2019
Strategic Priority 2: Our Finances
2.9 Other Council Revenue
2.9.8 Government funding
Supporting Documentation:
Nil.
Report authorised by:
Manager - Economic & Community Development
Director - Development, Facilities & Environmental Services
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COUNCILLOR REPORT
Meeting: General 26 July 2017

Date: 25 July 2017

Item Number: L.2

File Number: D17/58748

SUBJECT HEADING:

Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee
Recommendation - Beef Awards Night

Classification:

Open Access

Author & Councillor’s Title:

Cr Peter Flynn

Executive Summary:
This report seeks Council consideration of a recommendation put forward by the
Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee that Council host a Beef Night – Awards
Dinner.
Councillor’s Recommendation:
That Council:
1. Host a Beef Awards Night and Dinner Event.
2. Be provided a proposal for further consideration at an upcoming meeting
outlining a framework for the event, incorporating award categories/prizes
and detailing of potential costs.

Background:
At the most recent Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee Meeting held on 6 July
2017, members discussed the merit of Council hosting a BBQ awards and dinner
night in September 2017 to acknowledge and thank vendors and buyers for their
support of the Roma Saleyards.
The event could also serve to raise the profile of the Saleyards. A number of
category awards were suggested by the committee for Council’s consideration, along
with a suggestion that prizes be awarded to category winners.
A copy of the unconfirmed meeting minutes are attached for Council’s review.
Consultation:
Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee Members
Policy Implications:
Nil
Financial Resource Implications:
Further investigation is required to determine potential costs for the event.
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Supporting Documentation:
1⇩
Unconfirmed Meeting Minutes - Roma Saleyards
Advisory Committee Meeting - 06/07/17
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Attachment 1

Unconfirmed Meeting Minutes - Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee Meeting
- 06/07/17

TRIM Reference: D2017/57552
Meeting:
Date:
Chair:

Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee Meeting
6 July 2017
Cr Peter Flynn

Attendees:

Paul Klar, Sharon Frank, Cr Geoff McMullen, Cr Wendy Newman, Mayor Tyson
Golder, Scott Wason, Rod Turner, Phil Edwards, Brad Neven & Natasha Smith

Apologies:

Scott Jackson, Keith Crouch, Tom Hartley, Jed Taylor & David Scott

Guests:
Minutes:

Margot Scott

Meeting Opened:
Meeting Closed:

1.05pm
2.40pm

Next Meeting Details
Date:
Time:
Location:

03 August 2017
1.00pm
Lunch Room, Roma Saleyards, Warrego Highway, Roma

Discussion Notes:
Item 1

Welcome

The Advisory Board welcomed all members and declared the meeting open at 1.05pm.
Item 2

Present/Apologies

The following apologies were noted at the commencement of the meeting:

Scott Jackson, Keith Crouch, Tom Hartley, Jed Taylor & David Scott
Item 3

Confirmation of Minutes

Resolution SY07.2017.01
Moved:
Scott Wason
Seconded:
Rod Turner
That the Roma Saleyards Advisory Committee Meeting minutes of 08.06.2017 be confirmed.
Carried

Item 4

Business Arising from Previous Minutes
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a) Sharon Frank reported that the Corporate Communications department has been down to one person
(three vacancies) with one position recently filled but not the marketing position. The marketing
position requires a unique skill set. In the meantime, the Associate to the Director, Grace Pobar, is
collating the market reports.
b) The agents raised a concern with a recent saleyards Press Report, and MLA Reports being
inaccurate. Paul confirmed there was an honest mistake made with the saleyards Press Report that
was sent out a couple of weeks ago. Paul mentioned is it possible for the agent’s to highlight the prices
that are to be reported for their nominated vendors with Brad agreeing. Brad Neven suggested that the
press reports are checked by another person before release.
c) It was suggested to the MLA reporter that they should quote the top price and not the average price on
the MLA report. Concerns were also raised that the MLA reporter is not paying attention whilst in the
laneways conducting their duties. Paul Klar will follow this up.
d) All information had been forwarded to Imparja for the making of the new advertisement prior to Louise
leaving. Sharon contacted Amy at Imparja and asked where they were up to with the footage that was
sent by Louise, Amy said that they had not seen the E-mail. Sharon has resent all the information to
Imparja.
Item 5

Reporting on Sales figures provided by Paul Klar

Sales throughput for June 2017 was 37,234 head of cattle for a value of just under 37.5 million dollars
compared to June 2016 of 18,713 head for a value of just over 20.4 million dollars.
Throughput for the 2016/17 financial year was 310,525 head for a value of just over 338.2 million dollars
compared to last financial year of 335,667 head for a value of just over 308.3 million dollars.
Spelling Numbers for June 2017 were 5,765 head - 49,864 head spelled for the 2016/17 financial year.
Private Weigh Numbers for June 2017 were 1,854 head.
Cr Peter Flynn thanked the agents on behalf of Council for surpassing the budgeted numbers, estimated
numbers were 265,000 head. Roma Saleyards received 310,525 head for the 2016/17 financial year.
Item 6

Workplace Health & Safety

No incidents reported.
Item 7

Animal Welfare

No issues reported.
Item 8

Contractor report – update provided by Phil Edwards

Phil Edwards reported that weighing times had improved to approximately 70 lots/hour, and this is from a
combination of reasons:
 Larger lines of cattle
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 Not as much paint
 Accessing better staff and retaining them
 Phil Edwards being present on sale days
Brad Neven and Rod Turner agreed that the weighing times had improved in the past couple of weeks.
Scott Wason asked if lots per hour was the best way to measure weighing times with Phil Edwards saying that
at present lots per hour is the best measure of weighing times that AAM can use as it can be compared
between all the sites they are operating at.
Rod Turner and Brad Neven asked the question why the saleyards does not start weighing until 8:30am when
the sale commences at 8:00am. It was established that the first lot of clerking sheets do not arrive from the
agents, at the weighbridges, until 8:24am and some agents do not give their clerking sheets to the sheet
runners until they have finished selling their cattle in that sex. It was mentioned that the main office did not
receive any clerking sheets for approximately 35 minutes at one point on Tuesday due to this reason. The
sooner we get the clerking sheets to the weighbridges the earlier we can start. Brad Neven is going to
endeavour to get this issue rectified.

Item 9

Advertising

Mayor Tyson Golder suggested that Alice Maiden be asked to quote on putting together the Roma Saleyards
market report template and advertisements which can then be supplied to Imparja. The current report template
and advertisements are outdated and they need to have some wow factor.

Item 10

Truckwash/Truckstop – update provided by Paul Klar & Sharon Frank

Truckstop
Sharon Frank reported the sewer main is nearly completed, and the water main has been completed - pressure
testing of the water line will be done next week. United Petroleum Pty Ltd has awarded the construction tender
for the Truckstop to Beech Constructions and construction is expected to commence in approximately 8 weeks.
The security fence around the Managers house and work shop has commenced. The main entrance into the
saleyards will be widened and the main grid will be moved inside the saleyards site. Brad Neven asked if once
the hardstand parking was complete will there be a reduction in carparks. Brad believes there is a need for
more car parks as the existing parking area looked congested on Tuesday. Paul Klar mentioned that the
temporary car park that is to be constructed will be the same size as the current carpark and will be constructed
to the east of the hardstand parking area prior to the hardstand area being started. This will also allow for an
extension of the carpark in the future to the north towards the boundary fence – increasing the amount of parks
in that area.

Truckwash
Paul Klar reported that a purchase order has been sent to Duff Builders for the repairs to the truckwash. Paul
will follow up as to when it will be repaired.
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Truckwash – 176 usages for 19,251 minutes.
Seedwash – 19 usages for a total of 744 minutes.
Item 11

General Discussion

Council discussed at the workshop on 5/7/2017 for the new makeup of the Advisory Board, this will go to
Council to be approved and then it will be advertised for expressions of interest.
The following projects are being considered a priority (due to safety reasons) for next financial year and are yet
to be considered and approved by Council:
 lighting in the cable & spelling yards;
 replacing the current main ramp;
 safety walkways at the load out area (progressively) – these can be constructed over the Christmas
shutdown period by the Saleyards Officer/Maintenance; and
 upgrading the existing auctioneers walkways (progressively).
Following the presentation of the draft Saleyards Improvement Plans to the Committee, design and preliminary
costings are being prepared for Stage 1; consisting of 91 new selling pens on the eastern side, a new draft and
converting 91 selling pens to the west into receival and delivery yards. Investigation, concept designs and
costings are also being prepared for a dump ramp on the southern side of the yards for larger consignments of
cattle (which was not part of the initial draft Saleyards Improvement Plans).
Brad Neven mentioned that Stage 1 would not eliminate the need to have a second round on a sale day as
there are no extra pens in the new design. Phil Edwards suggested by changing the shape of the yards Council
could probably achieve approximately 30 more selling pens in the same area by changing yard size from 36
square metres to 24 square metres. Rod Turner asked if the current size could be pegged out and the
suggested size be pegged out beside each other for agents to compare the difference.
Rod Turner suggested a concession be given to vendors who spell their bulls at the Roma Saleyards, Paul
mentioned that to eliminate some costs to the owner, all agents are able to unload and load bulls in and out of
Roma Saleyards on their client’s behalf (as some do) which will reduce the unloading/loading fee.
Fees & Charges
Cr Flynn mentioned that Council has met with some members of the Roma Livestock Agents Association who
made suggestions to Council about changing some of the adopted fees and charges for 2017/18FY. Following
that meeting Council adopted the following changes to some fees and charges:
Agents Operating Fee - $1.65 per head (originally adopted at $1.80 per head for 2017/18FY and $1.50 per
head for 2016/17FY)
Spelling Fees - $3.30 per head per day or part thereof (originally adopted at $2.16 per head per day or part
thereof for 2017/18FY and $1.70 per head per day for 2016/17FY).
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This cost may affect the number of cattle being spelled in the short term, especially where an owner has other
options for the spelling of their cattle. Brad Neven commented that he thought it was $3.00/head to spell no
matter the duration not $3.00/head per day saying no wonder they are complaining about the fee.
Mayor Golder suggested a thank you BBQ be held in September to thank vendors and buyers for their support
of the Roma Saleyards. It could be a Beef Night with dinner and awards which could greatly lift the profile of the
saleyards. The Mayor’s awards could include: largest vendor, largest local vendor, largest buyer, largest local
buyer, highest price/category, heaviest beast, highest price (special lines e.g. bull) etc.

Resolution SY07.2017.02
Moved:
Mayor Golder
Seconded:
Brad Neven
That the Committee recommends to Council that a Beef Night - Awards and Dinner (BBQ)
be held in September 2017.
Carried

Item 12

Confirmation of date of Future Meeting

The next meeting will be held on 3 August 2017 commencing at 1.00pm in the Meeting Room, Roma Saleyards,
Warrego Highway, Roma.

...............................................
Chair

.............................................
Date
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COUNCILLOR REPORT
Meeting: General 26 July 2017

Date: 26 July 2017

Item Number: L.3

File Number: D17/58913

SUBJECT HEADING:

National Energy Summit - Toowoomba

Classification:

Open Access

Author & Councillor’s Title:

Cr David Schefe

Executive Summary:
Update for Councillors information following attendance at the National Energy
Summit in Toowoomba on 12 – 13 July 2017.
Councillor’s Recommendation:
That Council receive and note the report as presented.

Background:
I have attached for Councillors information an overview of key points and elements
discussed at the recent National Energy Summit in Toowoomba on 12 – 13 July
2017.
Consultation:
N/A
Policy Implications:
Nil
Financial Resource Implications:
<provide detail and dollar value>
Supporting Documentation:
1⇩
National Energy Summit - Report

D17/58912
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National Energy Summit Toowoomba (12-13th July 2017)
The Conference kicked off with a reception at “The Mill Precinct” in Toowoomba
on Wednesday afternoon and continued Thursday at USQ “Artworx”.
Discussion mainly covered coal, gas, solar, wind and touched on nuclear and
geothermal energy.
Federal and State Views
Thursday’s opening addresses were from Senator Mathew Canavan (LNP) Federal
Minister for Resources & Northern Australia and Hon Mark Bailey (ALP)
Queensland State Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply etc.
Their presentations ended up being little more than a political jousting match
about whose energy policy was the best and showed the difficulty we face as a
nation when Politian’s let party politics’ get in the way of what’s in the best
interests of the community.
Both left immediately after they finished talking which allowed no questions from
the floor. This was disappointing as many local government representatives had
travelled long distances to be part of this summit.
What’s disappointing is that we have Federal and State Governments with
opposing energy policies, which leaves us with no clear way forward on energy.
This is causing uncertainty in the business community and stifling investment and
growth. They need to put their differences aside and come up with solutions that
are in the best interests of the nation.
Importing Gas
The next speaker was Dr Tim Nelson Head of Economic’s, Policy and Sustainability
AGL Energy. Tim spoke about Renewable Energy Targets and the need for
security and policy certainty to allow business confidence to invest in new
technology. What was surprising was that AGL are looking at constructing a LNG
import facility so that we can import cheaper gas from overseas. It leaves one
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perplexed that a country with the huge gas reserves that we have would be on
one hand exporting gas and on the other hand importing gas ?

Below Dr Tim Nelson AGL Energy

New Technologies
Lisa France Energy Regional Director for Hatch in Australia and Asia presented
about the changing future of energy. Moving from fossil fuels to Micro Grids. The
most interesting part of her presentation was about recycling carbon dioxide into
biofuel.
In the first stage, carbon dioxide gas is fermented by Moorella thermoacetica, a
species of bacteria that can be found naturally in ponds and undersea vents. The
bacteria consumes carbon dioxide and hydrogen for energy, forming acetic acid,
or vinegar, as a waste product. The acetic acid is then pumped into the second
stage, where a second microorganism, the yeast Yarrowia lipolytica, consumes
the vinegar. The yeast produces lots of lipids, or fats, from the acetic acid. These
lipids can easily be converted into biodiesel by mixing them with an alcohol, like
methanol or ethanol, in the presence of a base such as sodium hydroxide. This
process can convert waste into a useable product (Biodiesel). This technology
potentially can reduce the cost of carbon capture for industry by producing a
useable product rather than waste.
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Local Government Viewpoint
A panel of 3 Local Government representatives.
Andrew Smith Deputy Mayor Western Downs Regional Council – said Western
Downs is recognized as the energy hub of Queensland. Multiple coal/ gas/ wind
and solar powered power stations are operating in their region. Western Downs is
“open for business” according to Andrew. They have developed a fast track way
of approving new solar projects to make it more business friendly. The latest solar
farm was assessed and approved in under 6 weeks. There is some push back
about solar farms being constructed on prime agricultural land but believes solar
farms can be quickly be returned to agricultural land if no longer needed. Also
United Petroleum in Dalby have announced a $26 million expansion of the
ethanol bio-refinery, which hopes to generate 50 local jobs and boost demand for
Darling Downs sorghum.
Lindsey Godfrey Mayor Paroo Shire Council – Said that they were under a lot of
pressure as a local government area with population decline and rising costs. He
said that they have been advocating for the Queensland electricity grid to be
connected through to South Australia which will create a loop. The loop will give
greater energy security and open up regions such as Paroo and western
Queensland to greater opportunities especially with solar farms as there are vast
expanses of inexpensive land with more sunlit days than regions further east. It
also takes the solar farms away from the valuable agricultural areas of the state. If
this idea was taken up by other levels of government and came to fruition, it
would open up opportunities within the Maranoa region as well.
Keith Campbell Mayor South Burnett Regional Council – The potential future
closure of the coal fired Tarong Power Station has his council worried. With the
potential loss of 1500 direct and indirect jobs it would have a massive impact on
their region. Tarong also represents 5% of South Burnett’s GDP. They have
recently approved a new wind farm that spans across the boundary with Western
Downs that will create 20 FTE jobs but would require a lot more of these
developments to match job losses if Tarong were to close. He believes that there
needs to be better planning around transitioning communities from coal to
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renewables to lessen the potential social impacts on communities. They also have
a proposed coal mine that is only 6km from Kingaroy that is “quite the topic of
discussion” in the Kingaroy community at the moment.

Below Local Government Panel
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Acland Coal Mine
Shane Stephan CEO New Hope Group presented about their plans for the Acland
Coal Mine. He pointed out that 90 % of their coal goes to customers in north Asia
and rely on them for coal for cheap energy. The other 10% goes to local
Australian customers. With the expansion in demand for energy in Asia and
despite massive investment into renewables by governments in the region, coal
is still expected to play a large part in the future energy mix in the region.
He said coal will still have it’s part to play fulfilling energy demand into the future

Above orange is demand in Asia 2014 – Blue projected demand in Asia 2040
N.B. coal still increasing
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APLNG
Warwick King CEO Australia Pacific LNG presented on their operations and
positive outlook for the LNG industry moving forward.
Also their commitment to working with local communities.

Energy Panel
Warwick King CEO Australia Pacific LNG
Shane Stephan New Hope Group
Nick Canto iCubed Consulting
Were the final discussion group before the summit closed.

Above catching up with Andrew Smith Deputy Mayor Western Downs Regional Council
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OFFICER REPORT
Meeting: General 26 July 2017

Date: 6 July 2017

Item Number: L.4

File Number: D17/53052

SUBJECT HEADING:

Sport and Recreation project to be submitted for
funding-Get Playing Places and Spaces Round 6

Classification:

Open Access

Officer’s Title:

Specialist - Sport and Recreation

Executive Summary:
Maranoa Regional Council is eligible to submit projects for funding under the
Queensland Government Get Playing Places and Spaces program for Round 6. The
Round opened on 19 June and closes on 11 August 2017.
Officer’s Recommendation:
That Council:
1. Apply for funding to provide new and upgraded infrastructure to support horse
sports at Bassett Park
2. Commit to providing appropriate co-contributions in the 2017-18 budget (and
subsequent budgets if required) to allow delivery of successful projects within
designated time-frames.
3. Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to sign the appropriate sub-agreement
with the Department of National Parks, Sport and Racing for any successful
projects.
Body of Report:
Get Playing Places and Spaces provides funding for infrastructure development so
that more Queenslanders can be involved in sport and active recreation.
Eligible organisations can apply for up to $150,000 (GST exclusive).
Organisations will need to contribute a minimum of 20 per cent to the total eligible
project costs unless the project is in a disaster declared Local Government Area for
Severe Tropical Cyclone Debbie and associated rainfall and flooding events as per
the fact sheet (PDF, 219KB). (Maranoa qualifies in this category) Applications are to
be submitted online. Council’s proposed project is to focus on new and upgraded
infrastructure at Bassett Park to support numerous equestrian and horse related
sports.
Important dates
Round 6
•Round 6 is now open for applications
•Applications close 11 August 2017
•Announcement of successful projects in October 2017
•Successful projects commence from 1 November 2017
- 20 -
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Who can apply?
Organisations eligible to apply are:
•Queensland local or regional not-for-profit sport and recreation organisations and
not-for-profit local community organisations (with a primary objective of sport or
active recreation) incorporated under the: ◦Associations Incorporation Act 1981 (Qld)
◦Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth)
◦Cooperatives Act 2002 (Cwlth)
◦Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (Cwlth)
•A sport or recreation club incorporated within a Queensland university
•Local governments with a population of less than 40,000 people.
Consultation (internal/external):
Council Workshop-11 July and 25 July 2017
Manager Economic and Community Development-Ed Sims
Manager Facilities-Tanya Mansfield
Director Development, Facilities and Environmental Services-Robert Hayward
Coordinator – Grants, Local Development & Council Events-Sue Sands
Risk Assessment (Legal, Financial, Political etc.):
Local Governments with successful projects will receive an offer of financial
assistance. If the local government accepts the offer, it will be required to enter into a
formal funding agreement with the Department of National Parks, Sport & Racing
within two months of funding approval. An agreement is valid for the duration of the
approved project and once signed by both parties forms a legally binding agreement.
Key features of the agreement will include: information about the funding recipient:
details of the project: timeframes for completion: how funds will be spent:
accountability and acquittal: acknowledgement of government funding.
Policy Implications:
Nil
Financial Resource Implications:
Successful funding applications will enable Council to bring forward planned
infrastructure projects, and reduce the impact on ratepayers.
Link to Corporate Plan:
Corporate Plan 2014-2019
Strategic Priority 7: Vibrant Communities, Beautiful Towns
7.6 Recreation, Events, Sport & Arts
7.6.4 Master planning
Supporting Documentation:
Nil
Report authorised by:
Director - Development, Facilities & Environmental Services
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